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numerical sunulation
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A bstract from 140'C to 290'C. Transistors were characterized for
densities of radiation-induced oude-trap charge (AN,,[cm-21)

The paper presents new experimental evidence of the and interface traps (ANJcrn -2 1), using the sub-threshold
latent interface-trap buildup during annealing of gamma-ray technique of McWhorter and Winokur 51. Similar trends
irradiated power VDMOSFETs. We try to reveal the nature of
Ns still ill-understood phenomenon b isothermal annealing, were observed using charge pumping 2, 41.
switching temperature annealing and switching bias
annealing experiments. The results of numerical simulation 111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of interface-trap kinetics during annealing are also shown. Figs. I and 2 show No, and ANi dring annealing Mth

positive and negative Vos., respectively, for four different
1. INTRODUCTION temperatures. LITB, accompanied with latent N., decrease,

Latent interface-buildup (LITB) [11 is one of the most is observed at all temperatures and for both bias conditions,
controversial post-irradiation effects in MOSFETs, reflecting but its agnitude is much lower in the case of a negative bias.
still existing gaps in our understanding of the behaviors of It was observed that the increase in absolute magnitude of
radiation-induced interface traps and oxide-trap charge Vcs. (either positive or negative) didn't lead to much
during annealing. Several models proposed for LITB were different ANt behavior (not shown).
critically reviewed in our recent studies 2 31. These studies Recently, we have proposed the so called H-W model for
presented LITB dependencies on radiation dose, temperature post-irradiation behavior of MOSFETs 6 3 Briefly, the
(from room temperature to 140'C), and positive gate bias model assumes diffusion of radiation-induced H2 from the
during irradiation and annealing. Recently we performed a structures adjacent to the gate ode and its cracking at the
new set of isothermal annealing experiments in a higher positively charged centers in the oxide CC', in which is
temperature range (from 1401C to 290'C), and with a broader released 7 Under positive bias, drifts to the Si-SiO2
range of positive and negative biases. We also performed the interface to form interface traps and H2. H, diffuses back to
numerical simulation of post-irradiation behavior of interface the bulk of the oxide and is cracked at CC', and there is a
traps, based on bimolecular theory and the H-W model 131. repetitive sequence of H, cracking, W drift and interface-trap
The most recent experiments included switching temperature formation reactions. At later annealing times, slowly
annealing and switching bias annealing. In this paper we diffusing HO arrives at the interface to passivate interface
present and discuss the results of these experiments and traps, which explains experimentally observed decrease in
numerical simulation. ANi, after he LTB (Figs. I and 2 The results in Figs. I and

2 fit well into the framework of the H-W model 2 3 The
11. EXPERiNiENTAL DETAILS existence of LITB even during annealing with negative VGs,,

can be explained by the two stage nature of the cracking
Since power (VD)MOSFETs arc very attractive for use in reaction, in the first stage of which atonuc hdrogen Ho is

electronics which may operate in radiation environments, and released 171. Ho diffusion to the interface and direct reaction
since commercial components are becoming increasingly with interface-trap precursors are bias-independent, and that
popular nowadays, we have investigated commercial n- is the reason why LITB is observed for negative VGs�. Long
channel power VDMOSFETs. Two types of VDMOSFETS delay before the start of the LITB is aributed to the retarded
,vere used: medium-voltage EFP8NI5 and low-voltage H, transport 18] from adjacent (but still relatively distant from
EFLINIO, both manufactured by "Ei-MicroelectTOnics", the Si-SiO2 interface) structures (poly-Si gate, CVD oxide).
Yugoslavia. Both devices were manufactured in a standard, The temperature dependencies of the moment at which LITB
commercial process 2 The two tpes of transistors were starts and of the slope of the ANj, curve are the consequences
shown not to exhibit any significant differences in post- of temperature dependencies of H, diffusion and cracking
irradiation response 4]. The devices were irradiated at room reaction, respectively. Finally, temperature dependence of
temperature with Co-60 gamma rays to the total dose D. = LITB mgnitude is due to different balances of interface-trap
150 Gy at the dose rate DR = .01 Gv(Si)/s (EFP8NI5), and formation and passivation at different temperatures.
to D�=200 y at DR=0.03 Gv(Si)fs (EFLIN10). The gate bias The bove conclusions are further confirmed by results of
during irradiation was Vs, I OV. Annealing was performed numerical simulation, shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for positive and
with different positive and negative values of gate biasVGS, negative V,s�, respectively. Simulation is based on
(from ±0V to ±40V), and at different temperatures, ranging
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bimolecular theory and the H-W model reactions. In Figure 1: ANm and Ng (EFP8N 1 5 samples) during annealing x,..Ith
simulation of the negative bias case, the H-W ' model is VGs. IO V at different temperatures.
adapted to take into account the absence of Ir reaction with
the interface-trap precursors and estence of a drec Fr

reaction with precursors, as discussed above. More details
about simulation procedure may be found in Ref. 131.

Figs. and 6 show some results of switching temperature
annealing and switching bias annealing experiments,

respectively. Temperature (bias) was altered between 20'C
and 140"C (4 I OV and 20V) at the beginning of LITB 7 h)
and after reaching max:imum in AN, 41 h). During the
switching temperature experiment, bias was kept at IOV,
while during the switching bias experiment temperature was

1400C. Fig. shows that room temperature suppresses the
LITB, but that LITB is observed several hours after
temperature �is elevated. Fig. 6 shows that negative os. in the
first stage ofannealing (O - 7 h) doesn't suppress the LITB,
which supports the assumption of H2 diffusion during this

stage. A somewhat lower maximum AN,, for the samples
annealed with negative VGs. during the first stage and
positive VGs. during the second stage 7 - 41 h), compared to
the samples umealed with positive Vjs, during both =ges is
most probably due to the fact that LITB had already started
when the bias was switched from negative to positive, so that
some produced in the cracking reaction couldn't form
interface traps at the very beginning of the LITB. This
assumption iAll be checked in detail in future experiments
and their results presented in the final version of the paper.
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Finally, negative Vor, during the third stage of sumeWin Figure 2:,&Nt vA Me (EFPSN15 samples) during annealmg with
(after 41 h) seems to enhance the decrease i,&Ni,. Awording Vok -10 V at diffaent. tempm=es.
to the H-W model, formation and passsivation of interface
traps are simultaneous processes and suppression of interface-
trap formation by negative bias leads to predominant
passivation at earlier tmes than in the case when both
processes are enabled to occur. Passivation is apxud to
become predominant at very late anealing times in devices
annealed with positive VcL% during the third stage as well (see

Fig. I).
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Figure 3: ANit (EFP8NI5 samples) during annealing with Figure 4 ANt (EFP8N] 5 samples) during annealing with Vc;s.
VGS = 10 V a different temperatures; symbols-experiment, curves- IOV at different temperatures; symbols-experiment, curves-
simulation. simulation.
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Figure 5: AN,, and ANit (EFLINIO samples) during sv"tch'ng Figure 6 ANt and ANit (EFLINIO samples) during svAtching bias
temperature anealing experiment %ith VGs. 10 V. Data are annealing experiment at 140 "C. Data are labeled: [VGS.M during
labeled: [temp. T) during stage 1 07 h) / temp. during stage 2 7- stage 1 07 h) / Vjs. during stage 2 7-4 h / VGs. during stage 3
4 h) / temp. during stage 3 (after 41 h)]. (after 41 h)].
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